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horizon, which he estimated to be 125 miles distant. They were so
distant that it was impossible to distinguish any details of their
appearance. The general locality indicated would fall within the
quadrangle 78°-8o° S. and 85°-90° W.
These were the last mountains observed on the flight. Beyond, for
what amounts to half the distance across West Antarctica, only the
uninterrupted ice-cap surface was met with, descending gradually in
this distance of more than 800 miles from an elevation of over 6,000
feet to 1,000 feet near its crevassed border where it merges into the
Ross Shelf Ice 150 miles east-south-east of Little America. No air
photographs were taken in this 8oo-mile stretch.
The Antarctandes
South of the Stefansson Inlet depression the results of the Ells-
worth flights seem to confirm not only the conjectured southern
continuation of the Antarctandes but also the virgation, or spread-
ing, of their axes forecast by the Swiss geologist Staub. The signifi-
cance of this virgation would be that it represents the only one of
the two blind ends in which the great world belt of young folded
mountains frays out of the south that impinges directly on the old-
land mass of Antarctica, since the other, the New Zealand-Auckland
Islands-Campbell Island virgation, dies out before it reaches the
southern continent.
Although all deductions must necessarily be tentative, it may be
pointed out that the ranges discovered on November 21 and 23 south
of Stefansson Inlet seem, in orientation and position, to fit into the
prolongation of the three axes recognisable north of the strait.
The main range discovered south of Stefansson Inlet, named
Eternity Range, which reaches an elevation of some 11,000 feet,
forms a direct continuation of the main axis of Graham Land. It
has a south-south-east trend and consists of a number of sub-ranges
whose northern ends and intervening longitudinal valleys are trun-
cated by the Stefansson Inlet depression. Its eastern border, at least
in the area observed, seems to form the western coast of Weddell
Sea.
What may be termed the intermediate axis, defined by the islands

